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visual effects of magic the gathering has experienced a dramatic
change since it was first released in 1994. 1999 brought the

introduction of setters in magic: the gathering online. in these early
iterations, setters had no more than one or two different abilities.

eventually, setters had dozens of different abilities which would give
each setter a unique style of play. while these abilities were powerful,

they were also extremely limited, only allowing the most skilled players
to use them. now setters have become so powerful that they are

expected by all players at all levels to be able to participate in the most
competitive formats of magic: the gathering. the purpose of this set of
cards is to represent the best of this evolution and the most talented

setters in the world. each setter is a good player who is able to use the
best set of abilities possible for his or her strength level. these abilities
are still limited to only a few cards, but the effects of each card will be

increased by the addition of an extra colored mana cost. the setters use
this mana to build a deck in which they can use the effects of each spell
and card to great effect and become more powerful than other players.
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